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NonNon --magnetic cataclysmic variable (CV)magnetic cataclysmic variable (CV)

NonNon--mag. white dwarfmag. white dwarf

Donor, lobeDonor, lobe--filling starfilling star

Mass streamMass stream

Bright spot (stream Bright spot (stream 

impact onto disk)impact onto disk)

Accretion diskAccretion disk

Accretion disk Accretion disk –– thermal thermal 

radiation (UV, optical, IR)radiation (UV, optical, IR)

Opt. thick, geom. thin boundary Opt. thick, geom. thin boundary 

layer (therm. rad. layer (therm. rad. -- soft Xsoft X--rays) rays) 

(high (high mm))

Opt. thin, geom. thick boundary Opt. thin, geom. thick boundary 

layer (bremsstrahlung layer (bremsstrahlung –– hard hard 

XX--rays) (low m)rays) (low m)

..

..
Dominant source of luminosity: Dominant source of luminosity: 

accretion processaccretion process

Intermediate polar Intermediate polar ––
mildly magnetized mildly magnetized 

white dwarfwhite dwarf

Impact region near the Impact region near the 

magnetic pole of the WDmagnetic pole of the WD

(bremsstrahlung (bremsstrahlung –– hard hard 

XX--rays)rays)



NonNon--magnetic CVsmagnetic CVs
Increasing Increasing 

timetime--

averaged averaged 

mass mass 

accretion accretion 

rate rate mm
..Thermally Thermally 

unstable diskunstable disk

ThermallyThermally

stable diskstable disk

(most time)(most time)
Hard XHard X--ray ray 

((EE>1 keV)>1 keV)

OpticalOptical

Soft XSoft X--ray ray 

((EE<0.5 keV)<0.5 keV)

(Jones & (Jones & 

Watson 1992)Watson 1992)

Boundary layer changes from optically Boundary layer changes from optically 

thin, geom. thick to optically thick, thin, geom. thick to optically thick, 

geometrically thin during outburstgeometrically thin during outburst



Magnetic CVsMagnetic CVs

((polarspolars))

cyclotron cyclotron emem. from . from 

accretion column (mainly accretion column (mainly 

optical and UV)optical and UV)

bremsstrahlungbremsstrahlung from from 

shocks above impact shocks above impact 

region on  the WD (Xregion on  the WD (X--rays)rays)

AM Her AM Her 

((kTkTbrembrem~31~31 keVkeV) ) 

(Rothschild (Rothschild et et 

alal. 1981). 1981)

ST ST LMiLMi –– orbital modulation orbital modulation 

in hard in hard XraysXrays (1.9(1.9--8.5 8.5 keVkeV))

((EXOSATEXOSAT))

AM Her AM Her –– orbialorbial modulationmodulation

top top –– soft Xsoft X--rays (40rays (40--120 A)120 A)

bottombottom-- hard Xhard X--rays rays 

(1.9(1.9--8.5 8.5 keVkeV) () (EXOSATEXOSAT))

Mason (1985)Mason (1985)

HeiseHeise et al. (1985)et al. (1985)



((Ishida et alIshida et al. . 

19921992))

quiescencequiescence

outburstoutburst

Relation between profile ofRelation between profile of

optical and Xoptical and X--ray outburstray outburst

XX--ray start can precede theray start can precede the

optical start by up to 40 days optical start by up to 40 days 

((BinachiniBinachini & & SabbadinSabbadin 1985)1985)

Models: up to 80 Models: up to 80 –– 120 days120 days

(Kim et al. 1992)(Kim et al. 1992) ((SSimonimon 20020044))

Watson Watson et alet al. . ((191985)85)

XX--ray (2.5 ray (2.5 –– 11 11 keVkeV) spin modulation ) spin modulation ––

351 s (351 s (EXOSATEXOSAT) during optical outburst) during optical outburst
Data folded Data folded 

with spin with spin 

phase   phase   

((EXOSATEXOSAT))

GK PerGK Per

1.4 1.4 –– 3.1 3.1 keVkeV

3.1 3.1 –– 5.6 5.6 keVkeV

5.6 5.6 –– 10.8 10.8 keVkeV

Intermediate polar with Intermediate polar with 

dwarf nova outburstsdwarf nova outbursts



((Szkody etSzkody et

alal. 2002). 2002)

Optical and Optical and 

XX--ray outburstray outburst

QuiescenceQuiescence

OutburstOutburst

XX--ray spin ray spin 

modulationmodulation

(529.31 s)(529.31 s)

outburst max.outburst max.

2 d past max.2 d past max.

3 d past max.3 d past max.

quiescencequiescence

DO DO DraDra
3A 1148+7193A 1148+719

OO--C curve for recurrence C curve for recurrence 

time of outburststime of outbursts

Intermediate polar Intermediate polar 

PPorborb=3.96 hr =3.96 hr (Mateo et al. 1991)(Mateo et al. 1991)

PPspinspin=529 sec =529 sec ((HaswellHaswell et al. et al. 

1997)1997)

Hard XHard X--ray source 3A 1148+719 ray source 3A 1148+719 

(Patterson et al. 1982)(Patterson et al. 1982)

Infrequent short outbursts;  Infrequent short outbursts;  

variations in variations in quiescquiesc. ~1 . ~1 magmag



ProductionProduction ofof gammagamma--raysrays in in CVsCVs

AccelerationAcceleration ofof particlesparticles by theby the rotatingrotating magnetic fieldmagnetic field of the WD inof the WD in
intermediateintermediate polarspolars in thein the propeller regimepropeller regime –– AEAE AqrAqr –– detecteddetected byby
groundground --based Cherenkov telescopesbased Cherenkov telescopes in thein the TeV passbandTeV passband
(e.g.(e.g. Meintjes et alMeintjes et al. 1992. 1992) ) 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

TeV emiss ion from the polar TeV emiss ion from the polar AM HerAM Her
detecteddetected byby groundground --based Cherenkov based Cherenkov 
telescopestelescopes (Bhat et al. 1991)(Bhat et al. 1991)

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
DDetectionetection in thein the keVkeV –– MeV passbandsMeV passbands by by INTEGRAL INTEGRAL may be alsomay be also
poss ibleposs ible



CVs and CVs and INTEGRALINTEGRAL::
In In totaltotal , , ~~ 335335 CVsCVs brighter thanbrighter than 17.517.5 magmag((VV)) at least duringat least during maxima of maxima of their their 
longlong--termterm activity and located withinactivity and located within ––1414oo<<bbIIII <+<+1414oo areare containedcontained in thein the latest latest 
versionversion of of TheThe Catalog andCatalog and Atlas ofAtlas of CVsCVs ((Downes et alDownes et al. 2001) . 2001) (this(this number number 
exc ludes c lass ical novae brighter thanexcludes c lass ical novae brighter than 17.517.5 magmag((VV)) on ly during explosion andonly during explosion and
steadily fainter than steadily fainter than 17.517.5 magmag((VV) ) after returnafter return to to quiescencequiescence). ). 

AAlso lso CVsCVs withwith aa slightly largerslightly larger bbIIII areare expectedexpected toto be scanned becausebe scanned because of theof the
large fieldlarge field of of viewview. . 

CurrentlyCurrently thethe best coverage best coverage for for CVs lying toward CVs lying toward the the GalacticGalactic center. center. 

Some CVsSome CVs farfar from from thethe Galactic Galactic planeplane lielie in thein the fields sc heduledfields sc heduled for for obsobs.. ofof
other kindsother kinds ofof objectobject. . 

Simultaneous informationSimultaneous information in thein the opticaloptical , medium X, medium X--rayray, , hardhard XX--rayray,, and and 
gamma spectralgamma spectral region (region (or at leastor at least a a suitable upp ersuitable upp er limit)  forlimit)  for eacheach CV inCV in
each scan or fieldeach scan or field..

ModesModes ofof observationobservation ::
GalacticGalactic PlanePlane ScansScans (GPS) ((GPS) (--1414oo<<bbIIII<+14<+14oo)) –– most important for CVs !most important for CVs !
Pointed observationsPointed observations
TargetsTargets of of oppo rtunityoppo rtunity



TTotalotal exposu reexposu re
timetimess of of IBISIBIS..

Known CVsKnown CVs::
TheThe Catalog andCatalog and
Atlas of Atlas of Cataclysmic Cataclysmic 
VariablesVariables ((Downes Downes 
et alet al . 2001). 2001) ..

IBIS IBIS –– all all obsobs..

IBIS IBIS –– CPCP



V1223V1223 SgrSgr
LongLong--term term 

brightness brightness 

variations variations 

Means forMeans for

each each scisci..

windowwindow

Statistical distribution Statistical distribution 

of brightnessof brightness

INTEGRAL observations INTEGRAL observations 

in lower than average in lower than average 

level of brightnesslevel of brightness



V1223V1223 SgrSgr OMC light curves (100 sec OMC light curves (100 sec 

exp. only)exp. only)

ShortShort--duration flaresduration flares

These 2 outbursts (flares) in V1223These 2 outbursts (flares) in V1223 SgrSgr

possess faster decay rate than the 1984 more possess faster decay rate than the 1984 more 

luminous outburst luminous outburst (van(van AmerongenAmerongen and vanand van

ParadijsParadijs 1989)1989)

(van(van AmerongenAmerongen

and vanand van ParadijsParadijs

1989)1989)

1984, Aug 28.0 UT         t  (days)1984, Aug 28.0 UT         t  (days)

Decay rates Decay rates 

of outburstsof outbursts



Orbital modulation in folded OMC data (100 sec exp. only) Orbital modulation in folded OMC data (100 sec exp. only) 

(ephemeris of(ephemeris of JablonskiJablonski and Steiner (1987)and Steiner (1987))) PPorborb = 3.37 hr= 3.37 hr

Smooth curve: moving averages Smooth curve: moving averages –– orb.orb. modulmodul. clearly visible. clearly visible

OcurrenceOcurrence ofof brighteningsbrightenings is independent on the phaseis independent on the phase

Scatter Scatter –– rotational modulation of the white dwarf contributes!rotational modulation of the white dwarf contributes!

OMC is able to provide important data for such objects OMC is able to provide important data for such objects 

V1223V1223 SgrSgr



FFieldield of theof the intermediate po larintermediate po lar
V1223 V1223 SgrSgr. Co. Co--addedadded frames frames 
fromfrom IBISIBIS. mid exp. JD . mid exp. JD 
2452730.1680;2452730.1680;
exp. 115548exp. 115548 sec sec (32.8 hr).(32.8 hr).
SSizeize of the of the fieldfield:: 9.19.1oox7.1x7.1oo. . 
North is upNorth is up, , EastEast to theto the leftleft ..

V1223 V1223 SgrSgr
15 15 –– 25 25 keVkeV 25 25 –– 40 40 keVkeV

40 40 –– 60 60 keVkeV



V1223 V1223 SgrSgr Relation between hard XRelation between hard X--ray ray 

flux and optical magnitudeflux and optical magnitude

Relating processes in Relating processes in 

different regions:different regions:

Disk (optical)Disk (optical)

Impact region near magneticImpact region near magnetic

pole of white dwarf (Xpole of white dwarf (X--ray)ray)

Spectrum in 25 Spectrum in 25 –– 60 60 keVkeV

hardens with timehardens with time



V1223 V1223 SgrSgr

Full amplitude of spin mod.:Full amplitude of spin mod.:

A = (I A = (I maxmax -- I I minmin)  /  (I )  /  (I maxmax + I + I minmin))

Rotational modulation of white Rotational modulation of white 

dwarf in 15 dwarf in 15 –– 40 40 keV keV region (IBIS)region (IBIS)

and its fits by moving averagesand its fits by moving averages

Profile of rot. modulation in 15 Profile of rot. modulation in 15 –– 40 40 keV keV 

region different from previous region different from previous obsobs. in . in 

softer softer passbandspassbands::

0.2 0.2 –– 18.6 18.6 keVkeV: ~sinusoidal profile: ~sinusoidal profile

15 15 –– 40 40 keVkeV: flat: flat--topped profile, topped profile, 

narrower minimanarrower minima



V 1432 V 1432 AqlAql
Exp. time:  186 891 secExp. time:  186 891 sec

100 100 scwscw (62 (62 scwscw March March –– May 2003, May 2003, 

36 36 scwscw Sept Sept –– Oct 2003, 2 Oct 2003, 2 scwscw MarchMarch

2004)2004)

Fit to coFit to co--added IBIS image:added IBIS image:

1515 –– 40 40 keVkeV:: flux =flux = 0.0.31318 +/8 +/-- 0.00.04545 ct / s ct / s 

((signifisignificcanceance:: 7 sigma7 sigma))

4040 –– 80 80 keVkeV:: flux =flux = 0.0.109109 +/+/-- 0.00.0444  ct / s4  ct / s

((signsignificanceificance: : 2.5 sigma2.5 sigma))

Set  1Set  1

Set  2Set  2

Prominent orbital modulation Prominent orbital modulation ––

variable aspect of the impact variable aspect of the impact 

region on the WDregion on the WD



V2400V2400 OphOph

FFieldield of theof the intermediate po larintermediate po lar
VV24002400 SgrSgr. Co. Co--addedadded fully coded fully coded 
images images fromfrom IBISIBIS:JD 2452732.6 + :JD 2452732.6 + 
JD 2452920.0 + JD 2453054.4.JD 2452920.0 + JD 2453054.4.
exp. 243018exp. 243018 sec sec (68.9 hr). S(68.9 hr). Sizeize of of 
the the fieldfield:: 9.19.1oox7.1x7.1oo. . North is upNorth is up , , 
EastEast to theto the leftleft ..

15 15 –– 2525 keVkeV 25 25 –– 4040 keVkeV

40 40 –– 6060 keVkeV



IBIS IBIS (15 (15 –– 4040 keVkeV)) image image of of the the intermediate intermediate 
polarpolar GK PerGK Per (2(267 95067 950 sec exp.sec exp. (~74.4 hr(~74.4 hr))..
CoCo--added images: 19 March 2003, 27 added images: 19 March 2003, 27 –– 29 29 
July 2003.July 2003.
SSizeize of of fieldfield:: 9.19.1oox7.1x7.1oo. . North is upNorth is up , , EastEast to to 
the the leftleft ..

GK PerGK Per

((Ishida et alIshida et al. . 

19921992))

outburstoutburst

quiescencequiescence



CI  CI  CygCyg IX  IX  VelVel

ShortShort--lived episode lived episode 

of of shalowshalow low statelow state

Rapid variations (flickering)Rapid variations (flickering)

superimposed on the superimposed on the 

longlong--term changesterm changes

Examples of OMC light curvesExamples of OMC light curves

Search for rapid variationsSearch for rapid variations

LowLow--amplitude changes on time amplitude changes on time 

scale of a few days may be presentscale of a few days may be present

Two rapid jumps of mean magnitude:Two rapid jumps of mean magnitude:

real features or instrumental effect? real features or instrumental effect? 



Results for CV observations with Results for CV observations with INTEGRALINTEGRAL and perspectivesand perspectives

Proof that CVs can be successfully detected and observed in harProof that CVs can be successfully detected and observed in hard Xd X--rays withrays with

INTEGRAL INTEGRAL (for most CVs much harder (for most CVs much harder passbandspassbands than possible previously!)than possible previously!)

Confirmation of our prediction that magnetic CVs are promising Confirmation of our prediction that magnetic CVs are promising targetstargets

More CVs (and in harder More CVs (and in harder passbandspassbands) will be detectable with increasing integration time) will be detectable with increasing integration time

Also increasing probability of detecting the objects in outbAlso increasing probability of detecting the objects in outbursts, high and low states…ursts, high and low states…

Simultaneous hard XSimultaneous hard X--ray and optical observations (or at least suitable upper limits)ray and optical observations (or at least suitable upper limits)

LongLong--term variability of CVs (GPS) term variability of CVs (GPS) –– will be increasingly even more valuable withwill be increasingly even more valuable with

increasing time increasing time 

Analysis of the properties of rotational and orbital modulationAnalysis of the properties of rotational and orbital modulation in magnetic CVsin magnetic CVs

Covering the gap between Covering the gap between TeVTeV energies (energies (obsobs. by . by CherenkovCherenkov tel.) and Xtel.) and X--rays rays obsobs. by . by 

previous satellitesprevious satellites
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